MY OWN TOWN MADE WITH TUBES
SUPPLIES:
Box for my Town
Green Construction Paper for Grass
Black Rectangles for Streets
Yellow Rectangles for Street Lane Dividers
2 Pieces of paper to make my Houses
White piece of paper to make my own Special Building to put in my Town
3 Squares of Wallpaper pieces to make my Roofs
Black smaller Rectangles to make support pieces for my Special Building
3 TUBES to make my Buildings

I WILL NEED MY OWN :
Scissors
Markers especially Black
Glue Stick
Scotch Tape

First of all we need to attach our Grass to the bottom of our box. Next we need Black Streets in our town. Then
the Yellow Dividing lines on the streets. You can use your Glue Sticks to do this work.
Next we need One Tube and One Blue piece of paper. Be sure it is the Tube that does not have Black markings
on it.
WRAP your Blue paper around the Tube. Be sure the Number “7” is on the outside of the Blue Paper. Glue or
Tape the paper onto the Tube.
Then, with your Black Marker DRAW various Shapes for Windows. You may draw Rectangles, Squares, or
Circles for Windows. Do not make them too high on your paper Tube since your Roof will be hanging down.
CUT along the “7” lines for your Door.
ATTACH your Roof with one of the Wall Paper pieces and Tape.
Next we will use the White paper to make our next project. This is your Choice of another house or it can be a
School or Bank or Store. Choose a Tube that has lines on it that can be cut for a new style of building. If you
make another Tall beginning you will not have to cut the tube. I will show you the New Surprise Style of
Building.

